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1 Introduction

The US housing market over the last 13 years have been characterized by drastic changes

in housing prices. In particular in the period from 1995 to 2006 according to National

Association of Realtors the median family home price has increased by 190% that is has

almost doubled. However, starting from 2007 because of the �nancial crisis and bust in

the housing market, the trend has reversed and median family home price has decreased by

around 100%.

Such considerable housing price shocks had substantial implications for the household

consumption and welfare , which were explored in the previous literature both for individual

groups of households as well as on aggregate level. For exploring the exoects of housing price

changes on consumption and welfare of separate groups of households, life-cycle models of

housing choice have been mainly used. For instance, Campbel and Cocco (2005) based on

life-cycle model and UK micro-level data on real non-durable consumption growth and real

housing price growth demonstrate positive correlation between increase in the growth rate of

housing prices and growth rate of non-durable consumption. Li and Yao (2004) also employ

life-cycle model of housing tenure choice and �nd that for the homeowners less than 40 years

old increase in housing prices leads to welfare losses while in case of older homeowners it

leads to an increase in both their welfare as well consumption. Kiyotaki and Michaelides

(2007) develop an open-economy life-cycle model of a production economy where residential

and commercial structures are build by using land and capital. They use the model to

investigate how housing prices aggregate production and wealth distribution react to changes

in technology and �nancial conditions and which groups of households gain and which loose
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from changes in fundamentals. They �nd that permanent increase in the growth rate of

labor productivity and the decrease in the world real interest rates substantially redistribute

wealth from net of houses to the net sellers with the house price hike. On average households

gain from the increase in growth rate of labor productivity and loose from the decrease in

the world interest rate.

Bajari et al (2005) explore aggregate welfare e¤ects of housing price appreciation. In

this paper the authors consider only exogenous change in housing price and assume that

households are not credit-constrained. The authors develop a new approach to measuring

the changes in consumer welfare due to changes in the prices of owner-occupied housing which

de�nes welfare adjustment as the transfer in the form of income required to keep expected

discounted utility constant, given the change in housing prices. Using their measure of

welfare adjustment, the authors show that there is no change in aggregate welfare due to

an increase in the price of the existing stock of housing. Tsharakyan (2007) also analyzes

the e¤ects of housing price appreciation on aggregate welfare but generalizes the previoulsy

available results by incorporating credit constraints and endogenous housing price into

welfare e¤ects calculations. At �rst the credit constraint is incorporated into the model

with endogenous housing price and it is shown that in this model housing price appreciation

leads to an improvement in aggregate welfare due to the e¤ect of credit constraint relaxation

resulting from housing price appreciation. Then housing price is endogenized by modeling

the supply side of the housing market. Finally the demand and supply shocks causing

housing price appreciation are calibrated according to US housing market in 1995-2004 and

it is demonstrated that housing price appreciation driven by given combination of demand

and supply shocks still lead to improvement in aggregate welfare.
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The present paper analyzes the aggregate welfare e¤ects of housing price changes but puts

more stress on modeling than Tsharakyan (2007) and Bajari et al (2005). It contributes to

previous literature by building heterogeneous agent general equilibrium model in which the

aggregate welfare e¤ects of housing price changes can be studied in more comprehensive

way. The model includes two types of households : credit-constrained households and

unconstrained households. These types di¤er not only because of the presence or absence

of credit constraints but also from the point of view of their time preference rates and

factors of production and assets which they own . This structure insures that in equilibrium

unconstrained households will lend their extra funds to credit-constrained households and

credit market will clear. All the factors of production , namely capital , land and labor are

owned by households and are suplied to the �rms for production. There are two goods in

this economy : housing and composite consumption good. The modeling of the production

side of the economy is based on Davis and Heathcote (2003) and includes composite good

production sector housing production sector and intermediate goods production sector.

The more explictily modeled framework allows to gain new important insights into the

question of interest. First , in this model household�s income and factor prices are deter-

mined endogenously so any shock causing housing price change a¤ects also the household�s

income and returns on alternative investment assets such as capital bonds and housing.

Moreover, in addition to the e¤ect of housing price changes on consumption occuring through

borrowing chanel (considered in Tsharakyan (2007)) , there is a direct general equilibrium

e¤ect of housing price change on consumption which explitly depends on housing price .

Since the model includes several production sectors , it is possible to see how any shock
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causing the change in housing price leads to redistribution of factors of production between

those sectors.

After the model is de�ned the steady state is calculated. Then it is explored what

happens with aggregate welfare when di¤erent demand and supply-side shocks cause changes

in housing price and economy transfers to new steady state. Sources of housing price shocks

include change in interest rate, change in building permit cost , change in maximum loan-

to-value ratio and changes in factor intenisities of di¤erent production sectors. Both the

change of aggregate welfare in transition as well as change of aggregate welfare in the new

steady state compared with the old steady state are calculated. Finally , both the e¤ects of

housing price appreciation as well as the e¤ects of housing price decline which is currently

characteristic for US housing market , are considered.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the model. Section

3 contains derivation of steady state . Section 4 presents the welfare changes occuring as a

result of each of the shocks mentioned above. Section 5 contains calibration and numerical

results

2 The Model

2.1 Production sector : housing construction and composite good

production

Supply side of the market is identical for both credit constrained and unconstrained versions

of the model economy. The modeling the production of housing and composite good is based
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on Davies and Heathcote (2003 ). Perfectly compettitve internmediate goods producing

�rms allocate capital rented from the household and labor supplied by the households

between production of two intermediate goods namely manufactures and services which are

indexed correspondingly by j 2 fm; sg . All intermediate goods are produced using Cobb-

Douglass technology but the capital�s and labor�s shares of income are calibrated so as to

take into account the di¤erences in factor intensivness of di¤erent intermediate goods . Each

intermediate good production sector is subject to common productivity shock denoted by

zt . The production function is given by Yj;t = ztK
�j
j;tN

1��j
j;t j 2 fm; sg. The maximization

problem for intermediate goods producer is given by:

MaxfKj;t;Nj;tgj2fm;sg

X
j

fpj;tztK�j
j;tN

1��j
j;t � wtNj;t � rtKj;tg

s.t. fKj;t; Nj;tg � 0

log zt = a log z + (1� a) log zt�1 + �t

where pj;t is the price of good j:The pro�t maximazing conditions for intermediate good

producing �rms are given by :

pj;t�jztK
�j�1
j;t N

1��j
j;t = rt for j 2 fm; sg (1)

pj;t(1� �j)ztK
�j
j;tN

��j
j;t = wt for j 2 fm; sg (2)
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The goods produced by intermediate good producers are used as inputs by �nal

good producers to produce composite consumption good and residential investment good .

Let�s index by c the consumption good and by res the residential investment good . The

production function for �nal good d �fc; resg is given by Yd;t = X�d
m;d;tX

1��d
s;d;t where Xm;d;t

and Xs;d;t denote quantities of correspondingly manufactures and services used in production

of �nal good d Consumption good producer�s problem is given by :

MaxfXm;c;tXs;c;tgfX�c
m;c;tX

1��c
s;c;t � pm;tXm;c;t � ps;tXs;c;tg

s:t:fXm;c;t; Xs;tg � 0

F.O.Cs for this problem are given by:

�cX
�c�1
m;c;tX

1��c
s;c;t = pm;t (3)

(1� �c)X
�c
m;c;tX

��c
s;c;t = ps;t (4)

Residential good production on the other hand is speci�c because besides the intermediate

goods it requires additional building materials ( bricks , concrete etc) and also it implies

the costs associated with acquiring permits from regalutory authorities . The additional

residential invetsment good production costs per unit of output are denoted �t. These

additional costs are exogenous state variable and source of supply shock on the housing

market , the process for which is based on materials component of construction cost index.

The residential good producer�s problem is given by:

MaxfXm;res;t;Xs;res;tgfpres;tX�res
m;res;tX

1��res
s;res;t � pm;tXm;res;t �

�ps;tXs;res;t ��tX�res
m;res;tX

1��res
s;res;t g
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s.t. fXm;c;t; Xm;res;t; Xs;c;t; Xs;res;tg � 0

�t = � + ��t�1 + & t

Residential good producer�s optimization conditions are given by :

.

pres;t�resX
�res�1
m;res;tX

1��res
s;res;t � �t�resX

�res�1
m;res;tX

1��res
s;res;t = pm;t (5)

pres;t(1� �res)X
�res
m;res;tX

��res
s;res;t � �t(1� �res)X

�res
m;res;tX

��res
s;res;t = ps;t (6)

Finally, housing construction �rms combine residential investment good with land

supplied by the households to produce housing units. The production function for housing

is given by Ft = (Xres;t)
�(Lat)

1�", where Xres;t stands for amount of residential investment

good used in production of housing units and Lat stands for amount of land used.

The pro�t maximization of construction �rm is thus given by :

MaxfXres;t;Latgfqt(Xres;t)
"(Lat)

1�" � pres;tXres;t � pl;tLatg

fXres;t; Latg � 0

where qt stands for the price of a housing unit and pl;t stands for the price of land . The

pro�t maximizing conditions for housing construction �rms are given by:

qt"X
"�1
res;tLat

1�" = pres;t (7)

qt(1� ")X"
res;tLat

�" = pl;t (8)
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2.2 Households

There are two types of households in the model ,namely credit constrained households with

population of size 1 and unconstrained households with population of size g. The most

important di¤erences between these types is, correspondingly, the presence and absence of

credit constraints in their optimization problems. In addition to ensure that in equilibrium

unconstrained households will lend funds to constrained ones I assume the di¤erent structure

of owned factors of production and di¤erent rates of time preference for each of the types.

Constrained households own part of the land in the economy which they supply to the

construction �rms. It is assumed that each household own certain �xed amount of land Lc

which can calibrated later from US data. They also supply labor to the composite good

producing �rms. Here I consider inelastic labor supply case and normalize it to 1 , since

labor choice is not important for my analysis. Households derive utility from consumption of

housing and composite consumption good and their preferences are denoted by u(cc;t; hc;t).

Constrained households can invest into risk-free bonds and if the bond holdings chosen

by them are negative it means that households are borrowers.The realtive price of bonds

in terms of consumption good is denoted by pb;t . It is assumed that credit-constrained

households have higher impatience so their discount factor is lower. The discount factor of

credit constrained households is denoted by �c Constrained households are subject to credit

constraint of the form bc;t+1 � �mtqthc;t+1 implying that each period households can borrow

only certain fraction mt of the current value of their housing. Fraction mt is stocastic and

evolves over time according to 3 state Markov process with values ml, mm and mh. The �rst

value can be though of as corresponding to situation before rapid liberalization of mortgage
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markets before the end of 1990s . Third value corresponds to a rapid liberalization of credit

market which happened in at the end of 1990s and continued untill 2005 . The middle value

corresponds to contraction of loan to value ratios after the beginning of recent �nancial

crisis. Housing depreciates at constant rate �h. In what follows the allocations chozen by

credit-constrained households are distinguished by subscript c . Households choose how

many bonds to carry into next period bc;t+1 , how much housing to carry into next period

hc;t+1,how much to consume now cc;t. preferences of the households

Based on the assumptions above the constrained household problem can be formulated

as follows:

Vc(hc;t; bc;t; �t; zt;mt) = max
fcc;t;hc;t+1;bc;t+1g

fu(cc;t; hc;t) + �cEtVc(hc;t+1; bc;t+1; �t+1; zt+1;mt+1)g

(9)

s.t.

cc;t + qtxc;t + pb;tsc;t = wt + pl;tLc + itbc;t (10)

bc;t+1 � bc;t = sc;t (11)

hc;t+1 � hc;t = xc;t � �hhc;t (12)

bc;t+1 � �mtqthc;t+1 (13)

Taking F.O.C. ,rearranging, and using utlity function of the form u(c; h) = c1�

1� +

� h
1�

1� based on Campbell and Cocco (2004) yields the following Euler equations for credit-

constrained households:

�t = pb;tc
�
c;t � �cEtc

�
c;t+1(it+1 + pb;t+1) (14)
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qtc
�
c;t = �c�h�c;t+1 + �cEtc

�
c;t+1qt+1(1� �h) + (15)

+mtqt�t

where �t is the multiplier of credit constraint .

The unconstrained households also possess certain amount of land which is denoted

by Luc. Each of them supplies one unit of labor to th intermediate good producers. In

addtion, unconstrained households own capital, which they supply to the intermediate good

producers. Providing additional sources of income to the unconstrained households is on one

hand justi�ed from the modeling perspective by ensuring that they have additional wealth

to lend in the equilibrium and on the other hand by the fact that in real life unconstrained

households usually have higher net worth which is the value of wealth minus liabilities,

than constrained households. Capital depreciates at rate �k: Investment of unconstrained

households into capital denoted by int:The allocations made by unconstrained households

are denoted by subscript uc:To ensure that unconstrained households have incentives to lend

It is assumed that unconstrained households have low impatience so their discount factor is

high. The discount factor of credit constrained households is denoted by �uc. Unconstrained

households choose how many bonds to carry into next period buc;t+1 , how much housing to

carry into next period huc;t+1,how much to consume now cuc;t and how much capital to carry

into next period huc;t+1. The optimization problem of unconstrained households is given by:

Vuc(huc;t; buc;t; kt; �t; zt;mt) = max
fcuc;t;huc;t+1;buc;t+1;kt+1g

fu(cuc;t; huc;t)+�ucEtVuc(huc;t+1; buc;t+1; kt+1; �t+1; zt+1;mt+1)g

(16)
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s.t.

cuc;t + qtxuc;t + pb;tsuc;t + int = wt + pl;tLuc + itbuc;t + rtkt (17)

buc;t+1 � buc;t = suc;t (18)

huc;t+1 � huc;t = xuc;t � �hhuc;t (19)

kt+1 � kt = int � �kkt (20)

Taking F.O.C. ,rearranging, and using utlity function of the form u(c; h) = c1�

1� + � h
1�

1�

based on Campbell and Cocco (2004) yields the following Euler equations for unconstrained

households:

pb;tc
�
uc;t = �ucEtc

�
uc;t+1(it+1 + pb;t+1) (21)

qtc
�
uc;t = �uc�Eth

�
uc;t+1 + �ucEtc

�
uc;t+1qt+1(1� �h) (22)

c�uc;t = �ucEtc
�
uc;t+1(1 + rt+1 � �k) (23)

2.3 De�nition of equilibrium

The equilibrium consists of prices fqt; rt; wt; pres;t; pm;t; ps;t; pl;t; pb;tg1t=0, , shadow price of

credit constraint f�tg1t=0 interest rate fitg1t=0, allocations fcc;t; hc;t+1; bc;t+1; cuc;t; huc;t+1; buc;t+1; kt+1g1t=0

by households and the pro�t maximizing input demands of �rms fKm;t; Ks;t; Ls;t; Lm;t; Lat; Xm;c;t; Xm;res;t; Xs;c;t; Xres;t; g1t=o

such that:

1) given prices, households solve their optimization problem (conditions (14)-(15) and

(21)-(23)) and �rms maximize their pro�ts (conditions (1)-(8))
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2) Markets clear

i) xc;t + gxuc;t = Ft (housing market)

ii) Yc;t = cc;t + gcuc;t (composite good market)

iii) Km;t +Ks;t = gkt+1 (capital market)

iv) bc;t+1 = � gbuc;t+1 (credit market)

v) Nm;t +Ns;t = g + 1 (labor market)

vi) Xm;c;t +Xm;res;t = Ym;t (intermediate good market)

vii) Xs;c;t +Xs;res;t = Ys;t (intermediate good market)

viii) Xres;t = Yres;t (residential investnment good market)

ix) Lat = Lc + gLuc (land market)

3 Steady State

In what follows I consider the situation in which credit constraint binds , which is justi�ed

in the introduction. In terms of the model this assumption implies that following should

hold:

pb;t
(it+1 + pb;t+1)

<
c�c;t

�cc�c;t+1

In other words intertemporal MRS of credit constrainded households shold be higher

than real return on bonds

Given the assumption of binding credit constraint, the steady state satis�es the following

conditions:

hc;t+1 = hc;t = hssc
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huc;t+1 = huc;t = hssuc

cc;t+1 = cc;t = cssc

cuc;t+1 = cuc;t = cssuc

bc;t+1 = bc;t = bssc

buc;t+1 = buc;t = bssuc

kt+1 = kt = kss

sssc = bssc � bssc = 0

sssc = bssuc � bssuc = 0

xssc = hssc � (1� �h)h
ss
c = �hh

ss
c

xssuc = hssuc � (1� �h)h
ss
uc = �hh

ss
uc

inss = kss � (1� �k)k
ss = �kk

ss

Rewriting binding credit constraint and credit market equilibrium condition in steady

state yields the following expressions for bssc and b
ss
uc:

bssc = �mssqsshssc (24)

bssuc = �
bssc
g

(25)

Using the above conditions budgets constraints for the constrained and unconstrained

households in the steady state can be rewritten as:

cssc = wss + pssl Lc + issbssc � �hq
sshssc (26)

cssuc = wss + pssl Luc + (r
ss � �k)k

ss + issbssuc � �hq
sshssuc (27)
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Conditions (14)-(15) for the credit constrained households in the steady state can be

rewritten as :

�ss = pssb (c
ss
c )

� � �c(cssc )
�(iss + pssb ) (28)

qss = �c
�(hssc )

�

(cssc )
� + �cqss(1� �h) +mssqss(pssb � �c(iss + pssb )) (29)

Conditions (21)-(23) for unconstraned households in the steady state are given by the

following:

pssb = �uc(iss + pssb ) (30)

qss = �uc
�(hssuc)

�

(cssuc)
� + �ucqss(1� �h) (31)

1 = �uc(1 + rss � �k) (32)

Rearranging equation (25) yields :

cssc =

�
1� �c(1� �h) +m�ciss �mpssb (1� �c)

�c�
qss
�1=

hssc (33)

Rearranging (30) yields:

pssb =
�uc

1� �uc
iss (34)

Rearranging (31) yields:

cssuc =

�
1� �uc(1� �h)

�uc�
qss
�1=

hssuc (35)
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Rearranging (32) yields:

rss =
1

�uc
� 1 + �k (36)

The steady state level of capital and the rest of the prices can be determined by solving

supply side of the model and using market clearing conditions. Rewriting the conditions

(1)-(2) in the steady state yields :

pssmz
ss(Kss

m )
�m�1(N ss

m )
1��m = rss (37)

pssmz
ss(1� �m)(K

ss
m )

�m(N ss
m )

��m = wss (38)

psss z
ss(Kss

s )
�s�1(N ss

s )
1��s = rss (39)

psss z
ss(1� �s)(K

ss
s )

�s(N ss
s )

��s = wss (40)

Let�s assume that in steady state fraction  of total capital is allocated to production

of manufactures and fraction 1�  is allocated to production of services. This implies that

in the steady state Kss
m =  kss and Kss

s = (1 �  )kss Similarly, fraction � of total labor is

allocated to production of manufactures and fraction 1 � � is allocated to production of

services. Since in equibrium total labor supply is equal to 1+g; it is true that N ss
m = �(1+g)

and N ss
s = (1� �)(1 + g). Substituting this into conditions (37)- (40) yields :

pssm�m( k
ss)�m�1(�(1 + g))1��m = rss (41)

pssm(1� �m)( k
ss)�m(�(1 + g))��m = wss (42)
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psss �s((1�  )kss)�s�1((1� �)(1 + g))1��s = rss (43)

psss (1� �s)((1�  )kss)�s((1� �)(1 + g))��s = wss (44)

Dividing equation (41) by equation (42) and equation (43) by equation (44) and rear-

ranging yields:

� = �s ��m�s 
�m��m ��m�s+�s 

Substituting the last equation into condition (41) and condition (43), equating the re-

sulting equations and solving for kss yields:

kss =

�
psss (1� �s)

1��s��ms
pssm(1� �m)1��m��sm

� 1
�m��s 1 + g

�m � �m � �m�s + �s 
(45)

Using the conditions (37) and (39) it is possible to write:

Kss
m =

�
pssm�m
rss

� 1
1��m

�(1 + g)

Kss
s =

�
psss �s
rss

� 1
1��s

(1� �)(1 + g)

Now using capital market clearing condition it is possible to derive  :�
pssm�m
rss

� 1
1��m

( �s ��m�s 
�m��m ��m�s+�s )(1 + g) +

�
psss �s
rss

� 1
1��s

(1� �s ��m�s 
�m��m ��m�s+�s )(1 + g) =

= g
�
psss (1��s)1��s�

�m
s

pssm(1��m)1��m�
�s
m

� 1
�m��s 1+g

�m��m ��m�s+�s 

Solving the equation above for  yields :

 =
g
�
psss (1��s)1��s�

�m
s

pssm(1��m)1��m�
�s
m

� 1
�m��s �

�
psss �s
rss

� 1
1��s

�m(1� �s)�pssm�m
rss

� 1
1��m �s(1� �m)�

�psss �s
rss

� 1
1��s �m(1� �s)

To make it simpler I de�ne some constants . Suppose that A = g
�
(1��s)1��s��ms
(1��m)1��m��sm

� 1
�m��s

, D =
�
�s
rss

� 1
1��s �m(1 � �s) , E =

�
�m
rss

� 1
1��m �s(1 � �m). Then the equilibrium shares can
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be rewritten as follows:

 =
A(psss )

1
�m��s �D(psss )

1
1��s (pssm)

1
�m��s

E(pssm)
1��s

(1��m)(�m��s) �D(psss )
1

1��s (pssm)
1

�m��s

(46)

� =
(�s � �m�s)

�
A(psss )

1
�m��s �D(psss )

1
1��s (pssm)

1
�m��s

�
�m(1� �s)E(pssm)

1��s
(1��m)(�m��s) � �s(1� �m)D(psss )

1
1��s (pssm)

1
�m��s � (�m � �s)A(psss )

1
�m��s

(47)

Production volumes of intermediate good in the steady state are given by:

Y ss
m = zss

�
pssm�m
rss

� �m
1��m

(1+g)(�s��m�s)
�
A(psss )

1
�m��s �D(psss )

1
1��s (pssm)

1
�m��s

�
�m(1��s)E(pssm)

1��s
(1��m)(�m��s) ��s(1��m)D(psss )

1
1��s (pssm)

1
�m��s �(�m��s)A(psss )

1
�m��s

Y ss
s = zss

�
psss �s
rss

� �s
1��s

(1+g)(�m��m�s)
�
E(pssm)

1��s
(1��m)(�m��s)�A(psss )

1
�m��s

�
�m(1��s)E(pssm)

1��s
(1��m)(�m��s) ��s(1��m)D(psss )

1
1��s (pssm)

1
�m��s �(�m��s)A(psss )

1
�m��s

Now let�s use the pro�t maximization conditions of �nal good producers. In the steady

they are given by :

�c(X
ss
m;c)

�c�1(Xss
s;c)

1��c = pssm (48)

(1� �c)(X
ss
m;c)

�c(Xss
s;c)

��c = psss (49)

pssres�res(X
ss
m;res)

�res�1(Xss
s;res)

1��res � �ss�res(X
ss
m;res)

�res�1(Xss
s;res)

1��res = pssm (50)

pssres(1� �res)(X
ss
m;res)

�res(Xss
s;res)

��res � �ss(1� �res)(X
ss
m;res)

�res(Xss
s;res)

��res = psss (51)

Dividing (48) by (49) and (50) by (51) yields:

Xss
m;c =

psss �c
pssm(1� �c)

Xss
s;c

Xss
s;res =

pssm(1� �res)

psss �res
Xss
m;res

Now we can use intermediate good market clearing condition:
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Xss
m;c +Xss

m;res = Y ss
m

Xss
m;c = Y ss

m �Xss
m;res

psss �c
pssm(1��c)

Xss
s;c = Y ss

m �Xss
m;res

Xss
s;c =

pssm(1��c)
psss �c

(Y ss
m �Xss

m;res)

Xss
s;c +Xss

s;res = Y ss
s

pssm(1��c)
psss �c

(Y ss
m � psss �res

pssm(1��res)
Xss
s;res) +Xss

s;res = Y ss
s

Xss
s;res =

Y sss � pssm (1��c)
psss �c

Y ssm

1� (1��c)�res
(1��res)�c

Substituting expressions for Y ss
s and Y ss

m into the last equation and simplifying yields:

Xss
s;res =

(G+ U)((pssm)
�1(psss )

�3 � T (psss )
�3(pssm)

1
1��m �M(psss )

�2

�c��res
(1��res)p

ss
s

�
�m(1� �s)E(pssm)

�1 � �s(1� �m)D(psss )
1

1��s (pssm)
�3 � (�m � �s)A(psss )

�3

�
(52)

where G = (1 + g)
�
�s
rss

� �s
1��s �c(�m � �m�s)E, M = (1 + g)

�
�s
rss

� �s
1��s �c(�m � �m�s)A,

T = (1+ g)(1� �c)
�
�m
rss

� �m
1��m (�m� �m�s)A, U = (1+ g)(1� �c)

�
�m
rss

� �m
1��m (�m� �m�s)D;

�1 =
1��s

(1��m)(�m��s) , �2 =
1+�m�2�s

(1��s)(�m��s) , �3 =
1

(�m��s)

Substituting back yields expression for Xss
m;res

Xss
m;res =

�res
pssm(�c��res)

(G+ U)(pssm)
�1(psss )

�3 � T (psss )
�3 (pssm)

1
1��m �M(psss )

�2�
�m(1� �s)E(pssm)

�1 � �s(1� �m)D(psss )
1

1��s (pssm)
�3 � (�m � �s)A(psss )

�3

�
(53)

Using substituting the last equation into equation Xss
m;c = Y ss

m � Xss
m;res yields the ex-

pression for Xss
m;c:

Xss
m;c =

R(psss )
�3 (pssm)

1
1��m � (pssm)�1(Q(psss )�3 + S(psss )

1
1��s ) +N(psss )

�2(pssm)
�1�

�m(1� �s)E(pssm)
�1 � �s(1� �m)D(psss )

1
1��s (pssm)

�3 � (�m � �s)A(psss )
�3

� (54)
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whereR =
�
�m
rss

� �m
1��m (�s��m�s)A+T �res

(�c��res)
,Q = �res

(�c��res)
(G+U) , S =

�
�m
rss

� �m
1��m (�s�

�m�s)D , N = �res
(�c��res)

M

Finally Xss
s;c is given by:

Xss
s;c =

(1� �c)p
ss
m

�cpsss

R(psss )
�3 (pssm)

1
1��m � (pssm)�1(Q(psss )�3 + S(psss )

1
1��s ) +N(psss )

�2(pssm)
�1�

�m(1� �s)E(pssm)
�1 � �s(1� �m)D(psss )

1
1��s (pssm)

�3 � (�m � �s)A(psss )
�3

�
(55)

Substituting expressions forXss
m;res; X

ss
s;res X

ss
m;c andX

ss
s;c back into (48) and (50), equating

right hand sides of the resulting equations and expressing psss in terms of p
ss
m yields:

psss =
�

�1��resres ��cc (1��c)1��c
pssres�

�res
res (1��res)1��res

� 1
�res��c

pssm

Finally substituting the last equation into condition (51) and solving equation yields

expression for pssm in terms of p
ss
res after which p

ss
s is also derived as a function of p

s
res :

pssm = (p
ss
res)

1��c
�res��c I (56)

psss = (p
ss
res)

��c
�res��c J (57)

where I = �
�c(�res�1)
�res��c

c (1��c)
(1��c)(�res�1)

�res��c (1��res)
(1��res)�(1��c)�res

�res��c �
�res(1��c)
�res��c

res , J = �
�c�res
�res��c
c (1�

�c)
(1��c)�res
�res��c �

� �res�c
�res��c

res (1� �res)
(1��c)�res
�res��c :

Now let�s derive the pro�t maximizing input in steady state for housing construction

�rms. The pro�t maximazing conditions are given by:

qss"(Xss
res)

"�1(Lc + gLuc)
1�" � n"(Xss

res)
"�1(Lc + gLuc)

1�" = pssres (58)
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qss(1� ")(Xss
res)

"(Lc + gLuc)
�" � n(1� ")(Xss

res)
"(Lc + gLuc)

�" = pssl (59)

Solving (58) for Xss
res yields :

Xss
res =

�
"(qss � n)

pssres

� 1
1�"

(Lc + gLuc) (60)

This implies that quantity of new housing units produced in steady state is given by :

F ss =

�
"(qss � n)

pssres

� "
1�"

(Lc + gLuc) (61)

Using residential investment good market clearing condition I can write:

�
"(qss � n)

pssres

� 1
1�"

(Lc + gLuc) = (X
ss
m;res)

�res(Xss
s;res)

1��res (62)

Finally housing market clearing condition and composite good market clearing condition

in the steady state can be written as:

�hh
ss
c + �hgh

ss
uc =

�
"(qss � n)

pssres

� "
1�"

(Lc + gLuc) (63)

cssc + gcssuc = (X
ss
m;c)

�c(Xss
s;c)

1��c (64)

Equations (24)-(28) , (33)-(36), (42), (45)-(47),(52)-(57), (59)-(60), (62)-(64) together

with conditions Kss
m =  kss , Kss

s = (1 �  )kss N ss
m = �(1 + g) and N ss

s = (1 � �)(1 + g)

represent system of equations which fully determines the steady state.

4 Loglinearization

Loglinearizing around steady state the optimilality conditions for households and �rms and

laws of motion of stochastic states yields the following equations:
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fcc;t = wss

cssc
ewt+ Lcpssl

cssc
fpl;t+ issbssc

cssc
eit+ (iss+pssb )b

ss
c

cssc
fbc;t� pssb b

ss
c

cssc
gbc;t+1� qsshssc

cssc
ghc;t+1+ qsshssc (1��h)

cssc
fhc;t�

� qsshssc �h
cssc

eqt
gcuc;t = wss

cssuc
ewt+Lcpssl

cssuc
fpl;t+ issbssuc

cssuc
eit+ (iss+pssb )b

ss
uc

cssuc
gbuc;t�pssb b

ss
uc

cssuc
gbuc;t+1� qsshssuc

cssuc
ghuc;t+1+ qsshssuc(1��h)

cssuc
ghuc;t�

� qsshssuc�h
cssuc

eqt � kss

cssuc
gkt+1 + (1��k+rss)kss

cssuc
ekt + rsskssert

gbc;t+1 = eqt + ghc;t+1
e�t = pssb

�ss(cssc )
 fpb;t� �ciss

�ss(cssc )

git+1 � �cpssb

�ss(cssc )
 gpb;t+1+� pssb 

�ss(cssc )
 � 

� gcc;t+1�� �cpssb 

�ss(cssc )
 +

�ciss
�ss(cssc )

 + 
� fcc;t

ghc;t+1 = �gcc;t+1 + � �c�
qsshssc

+ �c(1��h)
hssc

+ mvss

hssc

� fcc;t + �mvsshssc
� 1



� eqt + mvss

hssc
e�t + �c(1��h)

hssc
gqt+1

ghuc;t+1 = � gcuc;t+1 + � �c�
qsshssuc

+ �c(1��h)
hssc

�gcuc;t � 1

eqt + �c(1��h)

hssc
gqt+1

fpb;t =  (gcuc;t � gcuc;t+1) + �uc i
ss

pssb
git+1 + �uc gpb;t+1

0 =  (gcuc;t � gcuc;t+1) + �ucrssgrt+1
fps;t + ezt + (�s � 1)gKs;t + (1� �s)gNs;t = ert
gpm;t + ezt + (�m � 1)gKm;t + (1� �m)gNm;t = ert
fps;t + ezt + �sgKs;t � �sgNs;t = ewt
gpm;t + ezt + �mgKm;t � �mgNm;t = ewt
gpres;t + (�res � 1) gXm;res;t + (1� �res) gXs;res;t =gpm;t
gpres;t + �res gXm;res;t � �res) gXs;res;t = fps;t
(�c � 1) gXm;c;t + (1� �c)gXs;c;t =gpm;t
�c gXm;c;t � �c gXs;c;t = fps;t
pssres gpres;t = qss"(Xss

res)
"�1(Lass)1�"eqt+(qss"(Xss

res)
"�1(Lass)1�"�n"(Xss

res)
"�1(Lass)1�")(("�
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1) gXres;t+ (1� ")gLat)
pssl gpres;t = qss(1�")(Xss

res)
"(Lass)�"eqt+(qss(1�")(Xss

res)
"(Lass)�"�n(1�")(Xss

res)
"(Lass)�")(" gXres;t�"gLat)

hssc (
ghc;t+1�(1��)fhc;t)+ghssuc( ghuc;t+1�(1��)ghuc;t) = (Xss

res)
"(Lass)1�"(" gXres;t+(1�")gLat)

cssc fcc;t + gcssucgcuc;t = (Xss
m;c)

�c(Xss
s;c)

1��c(�c gXm;c;t + (1� �c)gXs;c;t)

Kss
m
gKm;t +Kss

s
gKs;t = gkssgkt+1

gbc;t+1 = gbuc;t+1
gXres;t = �res gXm;res;t + (1� �res) gXs;res;t

gNm;t +gNs;t = 0

gLat = 0
Xss
m;c

gXm;c;t +Xss
m;res

gXm;res;t = (K
ss
m )

�m(N ss
m )

1��m(�mKm;t + (1� �m)Nm;t)

Xss
s;c
gXs;c;t +Xss

s;res
gXs;res;t = (K

ss
s )

�s(N ss
s )

1��s(�sKs;t + (1� �s)Ns;t)

ezt = (1� a)gzt�1 + e�t
e�t = �g�t�1 + e�t
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5 Calibration

Based on Davies and Heathcote (2003 ) �s is set equal to 0.3 , �m is set equal to 0.5 , �c is

set equal to 0.4 and �res is set equal to 0.7 and " is set equal to 0.5 . Following Kiyotaki and

Moore the proportion of unconstrained households to constrained households g is set to 1.5 .

Discount factor for unconstrained households �uc is set equal to conventional 0.99 while the

discount factor for credit constrained housheholds �c is set at 0.97 , re�ecting the fact that

they are more impatient. Following Campbell and Cocco ( 2004) I set � = 1:3 and  = 2.

Based on construction cost index process calibration � = 0:6 and � = 1:5 . The �rst value

of m in the Markov swithing process is set equal to 0.8 re�ecting the initial situation with

lower loan-to-value ratio, the second value is set to 0.95 refelcting the rapid liberalization

of mortgage conditions which happened in the beginning of 2000s and the third value is set

to 0.85 refelcting the consequent crisis in the mortgage market and tightening up of the

mortgage conditions. Housing depreciation rate �h is set to 0.03 and capital depreciation

rate �k is set to conventional 0.1 .

6 Results: Changes in transition and steady state com-

parisons

Let�s start with considering the situation when there is one percent positive productivity

shock in the intermediate good production sector. The positive productivity shock of 1%

within present model results in increase in equilibrium wage by 0.56 % during the �rst period.
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This increases the disposable income of households and generates increase in composite good

consumption by 0.19% and by 0.245 % in housing consumption during the �rst four periods

(these are the changes in total composite good consumption and housing consumption of

both credit constrained and unconstrained households which are aggregated using calibrated

relative share of unconstrained households in the economy). Increase in housing consumption

leads to an increase in equilibrium housing price by 0.17 % which in turn brings to addtional

increase in consumption during consequent periods by 0.13 % and increase in borrowing by

credit constrained households by 0.1% The economy reaches the new steady state during 20

periods . In the new steady state the composite good consumption is higher by 0.32 % and

housing consumption is higher 0.43 % , and the lifetime expected utility of the households is

higher by 0.47 % . During the transition , due to positive dynamics of housing consumption

and composite good consumption lifetime utility also rises by 0.12 %

Now let�s consider what happens with the economy when there is a 1% increase of

production costs in the sector producing residential investment good ( increase in �t ) .

This increase shifts down the production of residential investment good by 0.24% . As

immediate reaction after the �rst period this also decreases demand for the intermediate

goods and drives down the equilibrium wage by 0.15 % .This shifts down both composite

good consumption and housing consumption. Decrease in the residential investment good

production implies decrease in new housing production which decreases by 0.17 % during

the �rst three periods. As a result price of housing increases by 0. 135 % . This leads to

decrease in housing consumption by 0.09 % . However the composite good consumption

which is positively related to housing price due to housing equity e¤ect and opportunity for

additional borrowing increases by 0.13 % after second period . Rise in consumption good
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demand promotes realocation of intermediate good supply to composite good production

sector and increases again demand for intermediate goods and thus equilibrium wages . The

economy converges to new steady state in 25 periods In the new steady state the model

economy ends up with lower housing consumption by 0.17 % but higher composite good

production by 0.20 % . The lifetime utility during transition decreases by 0.115 % but in

the new steady state the total lifetime utility of the households is higher by 0.05 % .

Finally let�s consider the implications of shift in the loan-to-value ratio from 0.8 to 0.95

, which re�ects the rapid liberalization of mortgage market in the beginning of 2000s. The

increase in the loan-to-value ratio leads to an increase in housing price which increases

the value of outstanding housing equity and allows households to increase both housing

consumption and composite good consumption . After the �rst four periods composite good

consumption rises by 18 % and housing consumption rises by 20 % . They continue to

increase during the further periods of transition which lasts 15 periods. In the new steady

state the composite good consumption is higher by 26 % and housing consumption is higher

by 29 % . The lifetime utility in the new steady state is higher by 45 % .

The situations analyzed above were characteristic for housing boom years which con-

tinued up to 2006 where majority of shocks for the housing market were positive . Now

we can analyze what happened when suddenly the negative income shock and tightening

of the mortgage markets a¤ected the housing market. Suppose that we start in a steady

with 1% higher productivity than the initial one and model economy experiences negative

productivity shock which leads to negative income shock. However even if we consider again

the negative productivity shock of 1 % the situation is not the same as going back to ini-

tial steady state . In the new steady state with higher productivity shock the constraints
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are again binding but the borrowing is higher and with lower income it is harder for the

households to repay the debt . 1 % negative income shock leads to decrease in housing con-

sumption by 0.36 % and decrease in composite good production by 0.42 % during the �rst 3

periods of transition and this decrease continues further for the composite good consumption

good since lower housing demand leads to lower housing price and consumption is positively

related to housing price . In the new steady state both housing consumption and composite

good consumption are lower by respectively 0.43% and 0.51 % and lifetime utility is lower

by 0.38 % . The situation is similar when economy shifts from state with loan-to-value

ratio of 95 % to state with LTV of 85 %. Tightening of the mortgage conditions decreases

demand for housing and decreases housing price . The value of outstanding housing equity

decreases which makes it more di¢ cult for credit constrained households to return debt and

forces them to signi�cantly cut consumption . After the �rst �ve periods composite good

consumption decreases by 23 % and then continues to slightly decrease untill reaching the

new staedy state. Housing consumption decreases by 25.5 % during the �rst 3 periods due

to tightening of credit market and after third period starts to increase slightly due to lower

housing price . Transition lasts 18 periods. In the new steady state the composite good

consumption is lower by 28.2 % and housing consumption is lower by 23.5 % . The lifetime

utility in the new steady state is lower by 48.6 % .
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